Frog and Toad at the Pool
One day Frog and Toad were hot!
Frog said, “How about we go to the pool after lunch?”
“Yes!” Toad said. “That will help very much.”
So they ate lunch. After they were done eating they went to the pool!
There were little and big slides, lily pads to jump on, and all sorts of chairs to sit on!

Frog said, “Let's try the lily pads first.”
When they tried them, they were fun!
Then, Frog said, “Let’s try the little slide.”

“Ok!” Toad said. It was fun trying the little slide. Finally Toad said, “What shall we do next?”

“We can race to the slides! The big ones!” Frog said.
As they took off, the lifeguard blew his whistle. "No running!" They looked up at the lifeguard. It was their friend, Turtle!

"Hello turtle!"

"Hey Frog and Toad!" Turtle spoke very slowly.

"We have not seen you in a while!" Said Frog and Toad.

"Me neither!" Turtle said. "Where are you going so fast?"

"We are going to the big slides!"

The turtle said, "Have fun but slow down!"
So they went to the slides. Toad wanted to go down but he was afraid! First Frog went down by himself to show Toad there was nothing to be afraid of. But he was still afraid. So Frog coaxed Toad to go down with him. Toad was feeling less scared. Frog suggested catching Toad at the end of the slide. Toad slowly made his way down into Frog’s arms. Toad was feeling much more brave so Frog and Toad raced down the slides together. Toad won! Toad felt so strong and proud.
They went to celebrate with some ice cream at The Chocolate Toad.

Good job Toad!

Lesson:
It's OK to feel fear, but you are stronger than you think and you can do it!
The Adventures of Frog and Toad